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Abstract 

Many threads exist throughout society that demonstrate how our perceptions of the world are 

formed.  The health of the environment is amongst the most urgent issues of our time, yet sustainable 

efforts are dangerously lacking.  Analyzing our language we use for the environment and how we 

represent these perception through video games reveal problematic assumptions we hold in regards to 

our relationship with nature.  Through understanding the meanings of our metaphors and the effects 

that our exposure to problematic environmental representations have on our perceptions, we can raise 

awareness of perceptions that impede sustainable actions. In this paper, multiple environmentally-

focused games are analyzed to demonstrate how they may inform our attitudes towards our climactic 

issues and our objectifying language.  The Flame in the Flood and Little Inferno both act as informants of 

climate change but do so with differing stances of our relation to it.  No Man’s Sky, Subnautica and 

Proteus focus on our relationship with the environment and question how our noun-centered language 

objectifies it.  Finally, this case study of our environmental perceptions is culminated in the creation of 

Xenostock, a simulation game, to critically negotiate the restrictive reliance labels have on our 

perceptions of other animals. 
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A Case Study of Environmental Perceptions through Language and Video Games 

 

With ‘unprecedented changes’ being called for in the 2018 IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change) press release, it has been made blatant that the state of the environment and the 

adverse effects that current human activities have on it are today’s most prevalent issues.  The 

immediacy warned by the report may imply that societal attitudes and actions point towards 

sustainability, yet major parties such as the U.S. government have rejected such reports and are actively 

working against sustainable efforts.  Despite evidence urging for sustainable action, American society as 

a whole maintains an apathetic attitude towards the environment hinting that there may be additional 

threads that are influencing our perceptions.  Analysis of the environment’s portrayal throughout media 

demonstrates a mirroring of society’s apathy.  Within video games specifically, a static environment is 

often depicted in stark contrast to the otherwise immersive interactivity of the game (Woolbright 2017).  

Even games with heavy focuses on the environment often fall suspect to three common pitfalls in 

designing the environment: the environment as an unreactive backdrop, flattening the diversity of the 

environment, and the environment as a resource for players to control (Chang 2011).  The environment 

in games is mostly treated as an object rather than a dynamic experience that is impacted by the 

player’s actions.  This case study explores this objectification of the environment through the metaphors 

in our language and games, while using cultivation theory to explain their influence on our perceptions.  

A selection of five environmentally-centric games are examined to demonstrate how games reflect our 

relationship with climate issues and our objectification of nature.  Climate change is frequently used in 

video games as an anchor point for their game’s setting and narrative, acting as a hostile obstacle to 

traverse and conquer.  Video game flora and fauna are coded specifically for their relation and use to 

the player and often align with the pitfall of the environment being something for the player to control.  

These objectifying representations are teaching players that animals and the environment exist solely 
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for our use.  Finally, these analyses culminate in the design of Xenostock, a simulation game that was 

created to highlight the negligence of our limited understandings of animals.  More thoughtful 

representations of the environment are necessary to shift societal attitudes to become more eco-

conscious and aware of the reality of our relationship with nature. 

Shaping Perceptions 

In her analysis of game environments, Alenda Chang, a scholar of ecology and social justice in 

new media, summarizes the problematic metaphors that games often use in depicting the environment.  

Game environments either act as flat back drops that do not react to the player’s endeavors or they 

exists to be dominated by the player (Chang 2011).  The portrayal of the environment as an object for us 

to control is a prevalent view in society as has been discussed in the work of both Brendon Larson, 

professor of ecology and conservation, and Donna Haraway, scholar of ecofeminism.  In Metaphors for 

Environmental Sustainability, Larson discusses how the terminology we use to relate to scientific 

findings has acted as a barricade to sustainable action (Larson 2011).  Phrases such as ‘survival of the 

fittest’ antagonize ecosystems and our relation to them rather than present them as intertwined bodies.  

The language we use places us in opposition to all other living beings, mentally disconnecting us from 

our surroundings.  Larson explains how these metaphors are large influencers of our perceptions and 

warns that the view we have created does not allow for sustainable attitudes (Larson 2011).  Haraway 

specifies this problem with our relation to animals.  Humans have disconnected themselves from the 

umbrella word ‘animal’ with the correct uses of the words ‘kill’ and ‘murder.’  She explains that there is 

a moral boundary between ending the life of any non-human animal versus ending the life of a human.  

An animal may be killed, but to kill a human is “the height of moral outrage, it is the definition of 

genocide” (Haraway 2008).  Making only humans ‘non-killable’ has created our view of all other living 

beings as inferior.  Larson demonstrates that such narcissistic language implies to ourselves that we are 

the pinnacle of creation (Larson 2011).  This language gives us permission to treat other living beings as 
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subservient and excuses our exploitation of them.  Haraway terms our use of animals as 

‘biotechnologies’ as we have defined and even genetically altered these living beings to serve us 

(Haraway 2008).  Animals within videogames act as the most literal ‘biotechnologies’ as every stage of 

their design is meant for them to exist for and be dominated by players.  With Larson and Haraway’s 

exploration of our language and Chang’s succinct analysis of the representation of the environment 

within video games, a trend of problematic attitudes can be observed in regard to society’s relationship 

with the environment. 

Cultivation theory demonstrates how harmful these depictions of the environment are in 

influencing our perceptions of reality.  The theory studies the relationship between media exposure and 

the attitudes viewers hold of society.  Repeated exposure of concepts or interactions, regardless of their 

factuality, acts as a prominent source for viewers to define their assumptions and build their real-world 

perceptions (Morgan, Shanahan, Signorielli 1994).  Studies within cultivation theory have consistently 

demonstrated a link between media exposure and attitudes aligning with those depicted by the media.  

This means that how the environment is depicted within video games is not just a reflection of societal 

attitudes but is acting as an informant to them.  Even game designers could take a hand at improving the 

health of our environment by being mindful of how it is being conveyed in their games.  Video games 

can act as a canvas for potential visions of sustainable futures and models for deeper understandings of 

our relationship with the environment (Abraham 2015)(Lehner 2017).  While cultivation theory shows 

that Chang’s categories of pitfalls are influential on players even in games where the environment is a 

peripheral to play, it is worth noting the additional influence of games which centralize their focus on 

the environment.  Alexander Lehner, scholar of literature and game studies, explains that games provide 

a space for players to negotiate the presented ideas and interactions in ways that influence their 

understanding of reality (Lehner 2017).  As games are able to direct player’s attention to their 
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relationship with the environment, further analysis must be focused on games which specifically call 

attention to the nature and what messages they are conveying about nature. 

Climate Change in Games 

One impediment towards partaking in sustainable actions to address the IPCC’s urgings may be 

an improper understanding of our relationship with climate change.  The Flame in the Flood and Little 

Inferno are both video games which engage players with their relationship with climate change but in 

very different stances.  The Flame in the Flood challenges the player to navigate a civilization that has 

suffered from a dramatic raise in ocean levels (The Molasses Flood 2016).  The player must sail towards 

possible salvation while surviving off of supplies gathered along the shoreline.  The environment is 

portrayed as something that has destroyed civilization and is actively threatening the player’s success.  

The aggressively stylized wolves, boars, and bears actively hunt the player who wanders the shore 

simply struggling to stay warm and dry.  Winning the game entails dominating nature for food, clothing, 

and medicine, and to not be killed.  If the player can survive the battle with nature long enough they can 

reach safety which is marked by civilization’s perseverance in spite of the environment.  While The 

Flame in the Flood warns players of the destruction that will be caused by climate change, it does so by 

placing the player in opposition to nature.  This message aligns with Larson’s concerns that our 

competitive relationship to the environment does not allow us to fully imagine cooperative efforts to 

improve our planet’s health (Larson 2011).  

Little Inferno, using climate change as a metaphor for capitalist endeavors, calls attention to this 

barrier of our perceptions.  The narrative places the player in a child’s position, playing with a popular 

toy, a fireplace that accessories can be bought for to burn (Tomorrow Corporation 2012).  The toy is 

framed as a solution for the ‘inexplainable’ cold that has fallen upon the town.  Two stories are fed to 

the player, weather reports and letters from another child.  The weather reports highlight the peril the 
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town is in from the weather which is always accompanied by a signature sign-off highlighting the smoke 

which is polluting the city’s air.  The series of letters that the player receives emphasizes the other 

child’s obsession with the fireplace and their inability to do anything but burn objects the whole day, 

every day.  The child is so addicted to the toy that she has zero awareness of her surroundings outside 

the fireplace and cannot even fathom taking her eyes off of it.  The player is plunged into this obsession 

of burning that has been campaigned to the all the town’s residents as the solution to the dangerously 

cold temperatures.  The environment is not an object to be dominated in this game, it is a complicated 

web of interactions between itself and the player.  In Metaphors for Environmental Sustainability, Larson 

discusses how the root of problematic understandings of the environment could be in the noun-

dominant nature of our language (Larson 2011).  He explains western languages as ‘subject-object’ 

where the environment acts as something that can be used, while highlighting the verb-dominant 

nature of Niitsi’powahsin, the Blackfoot people’s language.  He explains this ‘subject-subject’ language 

as ‘verbalizing nouns out of existence’ where relationships and interactions are the core (Larson 2011).  

Little Inferno’s representation of climate change exemplifies this ‘subject-subject’ language by alluding 

to the player’s impact on the atmosphere by using the toy and the impact that the unpleasant 

conditions of the damaged atmosphere have on the town’s residents.  Little Inferno productively 

influences our perceptions of nature to exist as a dynamic process and something to be interacted with 

rather than dominated. 

The Environment as a Resource vs. an Entity 

Chang’s determination that games often treat the environment as something to be dominated 

acts as an extension of the noun-focused nature of our language.  The other two problematic portrayals 

that Chang highlights, the environment being treated as a backdrop or having its complexity flattened 

into generic landscapes, are also reflected in our lack of understanding of the environment as a dynamic 

process.  Two games that have focused on presenting nature and the animals within it as an intricate 
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environment to be explored are No Man’s Sky and Subnautica.  The two games still have the player rely 

on the environment for resources and survival, but they do so in a manner that attempts to create 

further depth beyond the player’s interactions.  No Man’s Sky is a space exploration game where 

procedural generation has created a limitless amount of planets for the player to discover (Hello Games 

2016).  The continuous generation of planets, fauna, and foliage presents an environment that exists 

and constantly grows beyond the player’s capacity to fully explore it, but the nature of procedural 

generation within the binds where consistent gameplay is required creates a flattened portrayal of 

ecosystems.  The planets all vary in several aspects such as their color, atmosphere, foliage, and 

creatures, yet the player’s interactions with each is quite homogenous.  Rather than uniqueness 

invoking diversity across the planets, they all become generic templates which allow for identical 

interactions of exploration and resource collection.  The planets are particularly problematic in their 

ecosystems.  Each planet is defined by a single ecosystem rather than demonstrating the intricacies of 

multiple existing in a single planet.  The plants and creatures, while interesting visually, become objects 

of a means to collect resources and accomplish tasks rather than to be appreciated for their unique 

existence.  The magnitude of possibilities flattens the representation of the environment so that rather 

than conveying the expanse of the environment as intended, its environmental representation focuses 

on its flatness and relevance to the player.   

While it does not promise the player the possibility of infinite exploration as in No Man’s Sky, 

Subnautica adopts a similar focus on the environment’s expanse.  The player is stranded in an alien 

ocean of dozens of intricate ecosystems for the player to discover (Unknown Worlds Entertainment 

2018).  While repetitive in their appearance, the ecosystems each have their own unique flora and fauna 

that are only able to exist within defined conditions.  If the player needs a specific resource, rather than 

being able to find it with an ‘equivalent’ creature across ecosystems as is done in No Man’s Sky, the 

player must explore in certain areas to find it.  The biomes are designed as intricate entities that appear 
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to exist beyond the player’s endeavors and in ways that challenge the competitive nature of our 

language’s metaphors though creatures that live cooperatively.  The game even calls attention to the 

player’s use of other living beings for survival by specifying whether each crafted item is vegetarian or 

not.  While requiring the players to objectify the inhabitants of the expansive environment to survive, 

the game’s dialogue makes the player aware of this reliance and hints at the potential to survive in more 

sustainable and cruelty-free ways.  Subnautica, of this paper’s selection of environmentally focused 

games, presents the most productive and realistic representation of nature as it reflects our reliance on 

nature while also calling attention to the environment as a dynamic entity. 

The walking-simulator, Proteus, must also be included when analyzing games that present the 

environment through ‘subject-subject’ language (Kanaga & Key 2013).  The game strips the player from 

being able to monopolize the environment and focuses its gameplay entirely on the player’s passive 

interactions with the environment.  The player is limited to simply existing and walking within nature to 

observe how it reacts to their presence.  Proteus defines the environment as a verb through dynamic 

visuals and sounds, directly rebutting the first of Chang’s pitfalls.  The verbiage that defines Proteus’s 

environment emphasizes movement, lighting, sound, and even emotion.  Rather than portraying the 

environment as an unreactive backdrop, the game is defined by the environment’s reactions.  While 

Proteus does not depict a realistic representation of our relationship with the environment, it 

productively illustrates it as something to be experienced rather than used. 

Defining Animals through Labels 

The five analyzed games, The Flame in the Flood, Little Inferno, No Man’s Sky, Subnautica, and 

Proteus, demonstrate how games which highlight the environment align with or challenge the 

metaphors we use to define our relationship with the ‘real’ environment.  The games that create the 

most productive image towards a sustainable future are the ones that question our competitive and 
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objectifying language.  Problematic language that was not discussed in depth by either Larson or 

Haraway but is very prevalent in games are the labels we use to identify an animal’s relation to 

humanity: wild, tame, feral, livestock, pet.  These labels have become so ingrained in our perceptions of 

animals that rather than seeing a complex being, we see a label that accentuates relevant characteristics 

for their relation with us while erasing peripherals and exceptions (Bowker & Leigh Star 2000).  When 

we see a cow, which we have marked as livestock or something that exists as a product for us, we may 

see an unintelligent, insentient food source rather than an extremely social animal with a unique 

personality.  A dog, a pet or something that exists to live alongside us, should give us only love, never 

resentment.  A feral dog, a pet that has become wild, is to be pitied as it’s lost its home.  A rattlesnake, 

labeled wild, wants to hurt us out of aggression rather than fear. If a cow shows compassion we 

compare it to a dog, if a dog does not listen to us we call it a wild animal.    Rather than understanding 

each species fully we have limited our perceptions of them to our understanding of what we have 

defined them to be.  We may not understand how these labels were determined but we hold them to be 

true as they have constructed our perceptions (Bowker & Leigh Star 2000).   

Within video games, these labels are even more defined.  The animals must be designed and 

coded into the game to serve a single purpose to the player: wild animals are enemies, livestock supply 

resources, and pets provide companionship.  The code determines how the player can interact with 

each animal, limiting the player to only ‘proper’ interactions.  Xenostock, a simulation game, was created 

as a critique to these relationships and our objectification of animals with ‘subject-object’ language. The 

game takes place after near-apocalyptic events caused by climate change where humans responded to 

the catastrophes only after the mass extinction of the planet’s nonhuman inhabitants.  The player acts 

as a new hire at one of the planet’s revitalization programs which is focused on replenishing the planet’s 

animal population with imported alien species, or xenos.  The program fills requests from various 

organizations that rely on animals for their production and profits.  The requests focus on how we 
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define animals through their relationship to us specifically with the labels wild, livestock, and pet.  

Possible placements include test subjects for the pharmaceutical industry, specimen to enrich a national 

park, and a replacement pet for our homes.  The player’s job is to get to know each of the xenos by 

collecting data and conducting a selection of tests to determine what relationship each xeno will fill for 

humankind.   

Xenostock was designed as a workplace simulation game to emphasize the player’s complacence 

to harm caused by ‘subject-object’ language.  Titles such as Papers, Please and LOCALHOST demonstrate 

the genre’s potential of negotiating moral dilemmas by placing the dilemmas in opposition to the 

player’s ‘duties.’  In Papers, Please, players take on the roll of an immigration officer that must evaluate 

required paperwork to either approve or reject those hoping to enter the fictional country of Arstotska 

(Pope 2013).  The player must correctly process as many people as possible to validate her position but 

doing so requires her to become complacent to injustices.  Rejecting or approving hopefuls can mean 

separating families and dooming some to violence they were trying to escape.  Papers, Please forces 

players to negotiate their moral obligation and their obligation to themselves by following protocol.  The 

act of not rejecting protocol in the games asks the player to question this complacence outside the 

game.   

LOCALHOST uses similar strategies to Papers, Please but on a more intimate level.  The player, 

on their first day of work, must free up space on four storage drives, all of which hold files for an AI 

(Aether Interactive 2017).  The player must speak with each AI to gain their trust in order to convince 

them to delete themselves.  Speaking with the AIs, though, reveals complex conversations that add a 

moral obstacle to the simple task of clearing digital space.  Each conversation reveals each AI’s unique 

personality, original thoughts, and complex emotions, all of which add a very real depth to the AIs’ 

existence.  As in Papers, Please, those playing LOCALHOST must negotiate between performing well at 

their job at the dispense of another living being or sacrificing themselves in order to act along their 
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morals.  Xenostock pulls from both games to force players in a similar negotiation where their job 

demands they are complacent towards the maltreatment of the xenos’ lives.  This complacence acts as a 

reflection of the player’s real-life complacence towards the negligence of our labels, where the job’s 

unethical tasks act as the unquestioned origination of the label.  

Xenostock’s gameplay is focused on three tasks to negotiate the player’s relationship with the 

xenos: observation, testing, and alterations.  The first two tasks are focused on gaining an understanding 

of the xenos by observing their appearance and reactions. The data that is collected for each xeno is 

abstracted such that the player must rely on her uncertain judgement to determine which xeno would 

be best for the various placements on the Earth.  The game encourages you to reflect on your treatment 

of the xenos through imagery of the fulfilled positions as well as feedback from tests you conduct to 

collect necessary information.  The testing process is at first censored from the player where she must 

rely on the feedback from a lab technician for their information; the often horrific results of testing the 

xenos are conveyed as commonplace through the technician’s light-hearted language.  When visual 

access is granted to the player of the testing stream, the player must witness firsthand the 

maltreatment she has been inflicting on the xenos.  All the tests are done regardless of the current 

placement request, so xenos who are chosen to be a pet and those chosen as our food source are 

maltreated equally.  Even animals defined through the label pet, which holds a more positive 

connotation than the alternatives, suffer from our limited perceptions of them which often leads to 

anthropomorphizing and inhumane breeding practices.  

The last task of Xenostock, alterations, focuses on how our reliance on labels encourages us to 

force animals to fit into the descriptions we have constructed for them.  Any xenos that do not properly 

fulfill their placement on Earth can be altered cosmetically and genetically so that they properly match 

their placement and associated label.  By performing each of these tasks, the player should realize her 

inability to properly place and define each of the xenos.  The placements become the sole definitions for 
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the creatures which encapsulate their purpose for humankind rather than each as a species. The game 

encourages the player to connect this reflection to her real-life perceptions of animals to create an 

awareness of our inability to fully define animals through their relation to ourselves. 

Conclusion 

While labels and metaphors are necessary for understanding our world, we need to be 

conscientious of how they limit our perceptions.  With video games acting as both a reflection of and 

informant to our perceptions of reality, their usual portrayal of the environment is cause for concern, 

especially considering our current climate situation.  Games such as Little Inferno, Subnautica, Proteus, 

and Xenostock present productive ways for us to negotiate the relationship we have with the 

environment by challenging our language. If we are striving to create an eco-friendly society to combat 

the damage we have done to our planet, we need to be aware that our noun-centered language mutes 

our understanding of the interactions that make up our environment and the beings that live within it.  

Our current language and perceptions do not capture this diversity and limits the existence of the 

environment to that of an object.  While games have reflected this problematic language in their 

representation of the environment, they can also act as a powerful platform for to productively re-

define our perceptions of the environment.  Video games which challenge our limited and self-focused 

perceptions allow for growth in our attitudes and actions which must happen in order to combat the 

damage we have done to our planet. 
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